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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange (10)
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кошики

Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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"Furin's corridor" is decorated with orange, yellow, and red wind chimes at Arahito Shrine, a Japanese Shinto Shrine, in Nakagawa City, Fukuoka Prefecture on July 2, 2020. This year's theme is vitamin color to energize people. 530 wind chimes have been installed until early September. The traditional "furin'' (wind bell) are made by craftsmans, and originally is a small bell that hangs from the eaves of house in summer to refresh and feel cool by its sensitive sound. ( The Yomiuri Shimbun via AP Images )
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